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(in order of appearance)

Dulcimer
Carolyn Wallace
Anne Dexter (Sister of Edward, George, and Richard)
Hedda Sjogren*
Anne Dexter (Sister of Edward, George, and Richard)
Anne Warwick (Future Queen of England)
Carolina McNeely*
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THE PLAY TAKES PLACE IN A HALLWAY IN THE TOWER OF LONDON, 1483

SCENE BREAKDOWN
Babble of The Queens
Anne and Isabel, Sisters of Warwick
Effigy of Edward
The Moon — La Lune
The Furnace
The Deluge
China
The World
The Chariot
The Moon — La Lune
The Death of The Duchess

SONGS: Fortune My Foe, Away With These Self Loving Lads, Westron Wynde

THE QUEENS
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Directed by Judith Shahn
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DRAMATURG’S NOTES

Late fifteenth century England was a world approaching momentous change. Not unlike our own. It was a violent time. The War of the Roses (1450—1485) pitted the rival Houses of York and Lancaster in bitter and bloody battles for the throne of England. Cousin against cousin. Sibling against sibling. This conflict inspired one of Shakespeare’s most notorious “villains”: Richard III. Soon after King Edward IV died, his sons Prince Edward (age 12) and Richard (age 9) were sequestered in the Tower of London, to await young Edward’s coronation. The young princes never emerged. Uncle Richard was crowned instead. (Their bones were discovered 200 years later, buried under a stairway.) Shakespeare paints Richard as the arch-fiend and those around him as mere victims of his villainy. Particularly devastated are the women, the “weeping queens” of Shakespeare’s Richard III. But - is that the way it really happened? Playwright Normand Chauette summons the Queens to answer the question. Chauette is one of the leading writers of modern Quebec theatre. His writing employs elements of different theatrical genre; time is collapsed; narrative is disrupted to reveal a more complex world - a world that is simultaneously earth-bound and metaphysical - a world in flux. A world where the known order was about to be shattered by the violent winds of change.

—Dorothy Holland
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